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Focus on your success
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Flexible and responsive
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Providing technical excellence and quality

















Our products



Bringing together a quality range of products from leading global manufacturers, we offer a complete solution portfolio to service Australian industry. Our key manufacturing partners include Siemens, Weidmüller, Rittal, Belden and KATKO.
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Automation & process
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Power distribution
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Motor control & drives
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Building technology
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Cable & connectivity
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Software tools (PLM)
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Wiring & control
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Enclosures
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Introducing APS Industrial



Your gateway to industrial success
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APS Capability Statement



Industry’s choice for electrical and automation products, systems and solutions.
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System Integrator Program

Exclusive access to products training and special offers.





READ MORE
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Careers

Our committed team is central to our vision and we are always interested to hear from talented self motivated people.





JOIN OUR TEAM


















MANUFACTURING PARTNERS






“APS Industrial is a major move that indicates how serious we are about longterm growth in the region. We’ve listened to customers and want to give them ‘real choice’ that delivers the best products, combined with the best customer experience. We see APS Industrial as an extension of the Siemens family and the credentials of the Board and senior management team speak for themselves,” Peter Halliday, CEO of Siemens Australia.
[image: siemens_mp]
“Our partnership with APS Industrial is strengthened with their high profile, well respected and experienced leadership team. The synergies that exist between Rittal and APS Industrial’s product ranges are further enhanced with the addition of the Siemens Industrial Automation product portfolio. This new group is sure  to become a major force in the Australian electrical landscape,” Michael Mallia, Managing Director of Rittal ANZ.
[image: aps-manufacturer-rittal]
“We are excited to announce APS as a National Distribution Partner for Weidmüller . For us, this is an outstanding opportunity to provide better customer service and proximity to our users across Australia. Servicing the market alongside global technology leaders for automation, switchgear and enclosure solutions have the potential to change our industry’s landscape,"
 Rafael Koenig, Managing Director of Weidmüller  Australia.
[image: aps-manufacturer-weidmuller]
“Belden has been a global leader in the design and manufacturing of insulated wire, cable and related products for over 100 years. When industry thinks cable, they think Belden and we’re determined to make accessing these products easier than ever before with increased local stockholdings and expertise,” David Hegarty, Managing Director of APS Industrial.
[image: Belden-ls]
“KATKO is a world leader in innovation committed to designing products and solutions tailored to a range of industry needs, and these are values that very much align with APS Industrial. Using these synergies as the foundation of our partnership, we are very excited by what we will together be able to provide Australian industry through this market leading range”,  David Hegarty, Managing Director of APS Industrial.
[image: KATKO APS INDUSTRIAL]











EMAIL ALERTS



Please subscribe to our email alerts to receive future communications.
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							OUR PRODUCTS

Automation & Process

Power Distribution

Motor Control &  Drives

Wiring & Control

Enclosures

Software Tools (PLM)

Building Technology

Cable


																					

																										
							MANUFACTURERS

Siemens

Rittal

Weidmüller

Belden

EPCOS / TDK

KATKO
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							APS INDUSTRIAL

Call us 1300 309 303

Email sales@apsindustrial.com.au

For sales, product, service related enquiries

Email accounts@apsindustrial.com.au
For payment, invoicing, credit related enquiries.
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